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The natural Arctic lanscape  

and its many attractions 

provide a good base for 

nature tourism. It is one of 

the most growing types of 

tourism in the world.  

 

 

 

 

This is clearly reflected in northern  

Finland, where geotourism, hiking, 

kayaking, canoeing and other  

experiences, like gold panning are  

steadily gaining in popularity. 
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The proposed “Golden Geopark of Lapland” in northern Finland and 

inside the Arctic Circle is one of the most unique wilderness areas in 

northern Europe. 

 



The geopark area consists 

of 23 geological sites and 

22 cultural historical sites of 

various types.  

 

The distinction between 

them is often blurred, since 

many geological sites have 

cultural aspects, too. 

 

 

  



Most of them are related to the 140-

year history of gold mining.  

The gold digging history of Lapland 

begins in 1868, when the first 

discoveries of gold nuggets were 

made in the Ivalojoki River valley.  



 

The discovery led to a great gold rush amid the uninhabited  

wilderness. At its peak, close to 500 men could be counted  

in the area, digging and panning for gold in the hopes  

striking it rich. 

  

Between 1870 and 1910, 464 kg of gold were discovered  

In Lapland. 



The gold fever passed as quickly 

as it started, but the period left lots 

of memories of past activity in the 

area, such as gold diggers´ huts, 

old excavation sites, mine shafts, 

machinery and rock piles.  



Gold Prospector Museum and Metsähallitus, Natural Heritage 

Services, have carried out valuable work in inventorying cultural-

historical sites and restoring partially destroyed structures.  

 

Kultala “Crown Station”, a log house on the bank of the Ivalojoki 

river was build in 1870 in order to control gold digging and the gold 

trade. It serves as a museum and is the most important cultural-

historical site in the old gold-mining area. 

 

 

 



 

Gold Prospector Museum at Tankavaara is the only international 

museum in the world displaying the past and present of gold 

panning and prospecting.  

 

Its basic exhibition presents the history of gold  

prospecting in Lapland including stories about  

the legendary golddiggers.  



For centuries, people have been fascinated by the peculiar 

landforms, and many popular beliefs and myths are linked to 

them. Mountain peaks, boulders and cliffs situated in peculiar 

places have been thought to be sacred places.  

The fells of Nattaset and the Ukko Island are known to have 

been sacred places of worship amongst Sámi people. 
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The fells of Nattaset, with rocky         

tor formations on their summits. 

They survived the ice ages due to 

the fact that glacial erosion was 

low in the ice divide zone.          



The rugged Ukko Island 

is exceptional: It has 

steep walls and boulder 

fields. Furthermore, it is 

more than 30 metres 

high, so it can be seen 

from far away.  

 

Ukko is the most famous 

ceremonial site of the old 

Sámi people. They left 

there offerings like deer 

horns for luck in hunting 

and fishing. Rituals have 

been practised there for 

centuries.  

 



Siida is the national museum of the Sámi  

in Finland. It stores the spiritual and  

material culture of the Finnish Sámi in its  

collections and presents it to the public  

through its exhibitions and publications.  

Sámi live in northern Fennoscandia. They 

are the only indigenous people of the EU. 
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